
 

 

 

 

 

 

July 28, 2021 

 

Regarding the San Diego Chamber of Commerce’s letter to the Kensington/Talmadge Planning 
Group, the Chamber states that it supports San Diego’s ADU policies, yet all of its supporting 
arguments appear to apply only to the State of California’s ADU regulations and not San Diego’s 
expansion of those regulations under its October 2020 Municipal Code changes (§141.0302).  

It has been the clear and consistent position of Neighbors For A Better San Diego (NFABSD) that 
we do not oppose the construction of ADUs under the state’s guidelines, which allow adding 
one Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) and one Junior Accessory Dwelling Unit (JADU) to a single 
family zoned property. As stated in the Chamber’s letter, the limited scope of these projects 
and streamlined processes make them accessible to homeowners who want to provide a 
residence for a family member or as an income-producing long-term rental. 

Along with the imposition of a 16 foot height limit and 4 foot setbacks, the state’s guidelines 
are universally seen as a reasonable compromise between adding unobtrusive density to urban 
and suburban neighborhoods and preserving the character of those neighborhoods.  

Neighbors For A Better San Diego is supportive of these state standards and is urging the city to 
revise its code to align with them. We have not in the past, nor are we now asking for, a blanket 
moratorium on all ADU projects, and we do not object to continuing to permit ADUs according 
to state regulations while San Diego’s code is being revised.  

What we are requesting is a moratorium and reconsideration of the excessive expansion of the 
state’s ADU regulations that the City Council enacted in October 2020. Of particular concern, 
these regulations allow additional ADUs up to floor area ratio limits; heights up to 30 feet 
(enough for a three-story apartment building); and elimination of all rear and side yard 
setbacks. As an example, Neighbors For A Better San Diego presented the Development 
Services Department (DSD) with a sample project that would fit 16 units on a single family 
zoned lot, which DSD agreed would be permissible under San Diego’s building code. 

The bonus ADU allowances, as provided in the amended Municipal Code §141.0302(b)(2)(G), 
are of particular concern because they turn single family neighborhoods into predatory targets 
for corporate investors and developers, who can afford to add 5 or more units to a single family 
property, and in the process out-bid would-be homeowners for available homes.  
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This means that first-time home buyers are going to remain stuck as renters. San Diego needs 
to rethink a program that is designed to turn single family neighborhoods into corporate-owned 
rentals and close off the most important mechanism that individuals of all incomes have for 
building wealth and financial security. 

As evidenced by the Chamber of Commerce’s letter, there has been a considerable lack of 
understanding of the scope of San Diego’s ADU code in comparison to state law, and we 
welcome the opportunity to fully present these differences and detail our concerns. We also 
believe that there are reasonable amendments to the Municipal Code that would address both 
the concerns of homeowners and the aspirations of housing advocates, and that the 
Kensington/Talmadge Planning Group’s support will add impetus to rectify San Diego’s ADU 
code and bring communities back into the dialog of how to address our city’s housing needs. 

 

Regards, 

 

Geoffrey Hueter 

Chair 

Neighbors For A Better San Diego 

 


